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Abstract

The increasing digitisation necessitates amendments to copyright protection. Both the European Parliament and the European Commission have now presented proposals addressing this issue. This is necessary because the way in which creative goods are produced and distributed has been changed dramatically by digital technologies and the spread of the internet. One challenge that arises from this is the application of the Country of Origin principle and the resulting practice of geo-blocking. The resale of digital good represents another challenge in this context. Individual stakeholders have different interests with regard to copyright protection in a digital economy. For example, consumers (private or institutional users) have an interest in the resale of digital goods, whereas suppliers (authors, collecting societies, publishers) do not. The EU Parliament’s proposal for copyright reform sides more with the suppliers than with the consumers. Future policy at EU level should attempt to create a clear, comprehensible legal framework and thus establish legal certainty.


1. The significance of copyright protection in Germany and Europe

The latest hit, a gripping novel or a well-researched newspaper article: Digitisation and the internet simplify and facilitate access to these goods. European copyright law exists to reward and protect the work and creativity of the authors of these works: It protects the creator of a creative work of literature, science or art (BMJV, 2015a) because only the rights holder may use the created goods (texts, images, pieces of music, films, software, etc.). Intellectual property rights (IP rights) are supposed to enable their holders to benefit economically from their works. In addition, IP rights should protect them against third party manipulation of the original content. In Germany, copyright law is supplemented by "ancillary copyright". It protects works that do not satisfy the creative threshold of originality of work as defined by copyright. Newspaper articles are an example for such works. In addition to copyright protection, there are three other intangible property rights in the European Union. These forms of protective rights for intellectual property cover patents, brands and designs. However, in contrast to copyright and ancillary protection, these property rights must be applied for officially (BMWi, 2008).

Protection of intellectual property is essential with regard to economic development because intellectual property is the "oil of the 21st century" (bpb, 2015). Without adequate protection, there is possibly too little incentive to produce innovative creative works. The "fourth industrial revolution" has created new technologies, communication media and forms of expression. That way, it has partly changed the traditional triangular constellation between originators, exploiters and users of creative works (European Parliament, 2015a). As a result, in the age of digitisation, copyright has developed into a central, across-the-board right of the information society (BMJV, 2015b).

Against the background of digitisation, the question arises which challenges for copyright in Germany and Europe result from an economic point of view. The purpose of this paper is to identify these challenges and to discuss the interests of the individual stakeholders. Apart from private users, the stakeholders affected by copyright protection reforms include businesses, authors, artists and copyright collectives, producers, publishers and intermediaries, such as the providers of online services. Service providers are, for example, internet providers, search engines, video portals, providers of email services and social networks. After analysing copyright protection from an economic point of view, the challenges caused by digitisation – especially by the internet – are deduced and explained. Four central problem areas are then assessed from the perspective of the stakeholders. This includes an examination of the extent to which the European Parliament's existing
proposals for the reform of copyright protection takes into account the stakeholders’ interests. Finally, policy recommendations are given for the EU.

1.1 The importance of the cultural industries

Copyright protection provides the legal framework for the production and distribution of information goods (Handke et al., 2015, 343). Information goods are goods which can be digitised and which not only contain pure data but also knowledge (Shapiro/Varian, 2003, 48 ff.; Linde, 2009, 294). The framework conditions set by copyright protection have direct effects on the development of the cultural industries (film, music, art and book, broadcasting and press, advertising, software and games industries, designers and architects, and performing arts). In 2012, cultural industry sales in Germany amounted to more than 140 billion euros and thus accounted for around 2.3 percent of the gross domestic product (GDP) (BMWi, 2014). Almost 250,000 businesses operate in these industries employing around one million employees (ibid.).

Copyright protection provides the foundation of flourishing cultural industries at European level, too. According to estimates, more than seven million people are employed in this sector in the European Union (EU) that contributes 4.2 percent of the EU GDP (EU Parliament, 2015a). Creative work and the copyright-intensive industries are the strengths of the EU in global competition. Even during the economic crisis from 2008 to 2012, jobs were created in these industries (ibid.). Still, the copyright framework is also relevant for other areas, such as research-intensive industries.

1.2 The Digital Single Market and copyright protection

Especially with regard to the creation of the Digital Single Market (DSM) in Europe, one of the major projects of the EU, the copyright framework is of considerable importance. The aim is to enable EU citizens and businesses to buy and sell goods and services online easily, regardless of their location or nationality. Obstacles to cross-border online trading and to the use of online tools and services currently still exist between the EU countries. These trade barriers, which have long since disappeared in the analogue world, are partly caused by deliberate technological barriers or legal uncertainties (EU Commission, 2015b). Consequently, only seven percent of small and medium-sized enterprises (SME) in the EU currently market their products across borders on the internet (ibid.).
An open Digital Single Market would be an obstacle-free economic region in which legal certainty exists. This would be the ideal framework for trade and innovations with enormous growth potential (EU Commission, 2015b). One requirement for the creation of a DSM is access to digital services, since this is associated with a large economic growth potential. Demand for digital entertainment and media is expected to reach double-figure growth rates until 2020 (ibid.). In 2014, 49 percent of Europeans already accessed music, videos or games online (Eurostat, 2014). However, cross-border access has hardly played any role at all until now: According to the Eurobarometer 2015, 92 percent of Germans and 89 percent of EU citizens have not yet tried to use online services that are actually destined for users in another EU country. Yet more than one quarter of those surveyed are interested in accessing audio or audio-visual content destined for another EU country. Also, more than one quarter of the Europeans questioned are interested in a subscription that can be accessed across borders (EU Commission, 2015c). According to the EU Commission, modernisation and harmonisation of copyright law is required in order to facilitate the utilisation of this potential and to ensure that no citizen of the EU is prevented from acquiring copyright-protected works or services electronically in the DSM.

Since the Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works in 1886, an international agreement, a certain degree of copyright protection is granted in virtually every country. Nonetheless, differences exist in the scale of this protection – even within Europe. Despite the so-called Copyright Directive (European Directive on the harmonisation of certain aspects of copyright and related rights in the information society), which was implemented in national law in Germany in 2003, the EU member states can implement a range of exceptions to copyright protection (EU Parliament, 2015a). Therefore, there are 28 different national laws in total at EU level, which is a challenge, as the discussion on freedom of panorama showed: For example, some member states demanded that the ban on photographing and graphically reproducing public buildings without the consent of the originator, which applies in France, should be transferred to the whole EU. The European Parliament decided against including the restriction of freedom of panorama according to the French model in the list of proposals, however. Based on the full list of proposals submitted by the Parliament, the Commission will construe a draft law on the harmonisation of copyright in Europe. The results of the EU consultation on the topic of copyright protection, held from December 2013 to February 2014, will also be taken into account. The basic skeleton of the EU copyright reform was presented on 9 December 2015 (European Parliament, 2015b); however, it does not yet contain any specifics. The Commission always has to balance the originators’ and the users’ interests. Their goals are mostly conflicting, however.
2. Economic aspects of copyright protection

Copyright protection is supposed to ensure that the authors of creative works are compensated adequately if their works are used. In theory, copyright protection thus provides an incentive for creativity and the creation of works (Handke et al., 2015). The following analysis shows how this theoretical relationship can be explained and substantiated empirically.

Against the background of digitisation, the so-called fixed-cost dominance of copyright-protected goods necessitates a reform of copyright protection. Most of the costs of these goods are fixed costs that occur during the development of the goods. Their variable costs, i.e. for reproduction and distribution, are very low in contrast.

If competitors are able to avoid spending the fixed costs and enter the market as imitators, market failures occur (Peters, 2010). The imitators could then offer the product at marginal costs. The original producers on the other hand, who bear the development costs, would consequently not be able to compete with these low prices. A pure ban on imitation is not sufficient to prevent such a market failure. The sale of modified goods can also threaten the market. Even if it is prohibited to copy a DVD, a film screening could be provided as a service. This would also reduce the sales of the original producers. This is where copyright protection comes into play. It creates a monopoly for a limited time due to an extended ban on imitation. The producers receive temporary exclusive rights to their work and can thus pass the development and production costs on to buyers. These costs only occur during the creation of the first original copy of the product and not in the reproduction (first copy costs). The temporary monopoly position protects the producers from competitors (imitators) and allows them to achieve profits (Handke et al., 2015, 344). The property rights therefore ensure that the creators profit financially from their work, and that sufficient incentives exist for production and innovation.

In theory, copyright protection guarantees that a market for creative goods is created or rather continues to exist. Therefore, the primary objective of copyright protection is to encourage innovation (Handke et al., 2015, 343). De facto copyright protection is relevant for commercial use. De facto copyright protection consists of copyright framework and its private and public enforcement as well as the development and spread of copying technology. In recent years, the spread of digital copying technology has brought about a dilution of de facto copyright protection (Handke et al., 2015, 344). However, empirical studies substantiate that reduced copyright protection does not have any impact on the creation of creative works. For example, Handke et al. (2015, 345) show that – despite unchanged user reviews and decreasing sales since 2000 – the number of new album releases in the music
market in Germany has increased. As de facto copyright protection has been reduced due to the spread of copy technology, a decreasing number of new releases would have been expected according to theory. The number of new releases in the film industry in 13 European countries also increased between 2000 and 2012 although turnover dropped (Handke et al., 2015, 347). Other studies for Germany and the USA substantiate that the spread of digital copying technology has not had any significant influence on the growth of released music albums (Handke, 2012; Waldfogel, 2012).

Although reduced copyright protection does not impair the creation of creative works, it leads to a decline in sales. Nonetheless, illegal copying and sharing has only been the cause of ten to 20 percent of the overall drop in sales in the music industry (Deutscher Bundestag, 2011, 62). Furthermore, an increase in sales in the music industry can be observed since 2012: Sales revenues from physical sales declined, but these were more than compensated for by the rise in digital sales (Musikindustrie, 2015). In addition, studies show that while there is a decline in turnover from physical sales in the music sector, sales in other areas (e.g. concerts) have increased (Deutscher Bundestag, 2011, 62).

The example of live streaming also shows that declines in turnover for physical sales can be offset by innovative ideas, which bring about sales increases in other areas. The example of the interactive internet radio Spotify demonstrates this. In 2014, the company achieved a turnover of 1.3 billion US dollars and thus an increase of 48 percent compared to the previous year’s results. This corresponds with the results of a large-scale study, the Hargreaves Report (2011): According to the report, the economic success of creativity decisively depends on commercialisation being able to happen quickly (speed to market). This requires the market to be accessible, with simple rules and low transaction costs such as transport, customs duties and sales and distribution. Copyright protection and patents are only named as subordinate criteria for the economic success of creativity.

If it is taken into account that digitisation enables fast publication or release of new works, strict copyright protection is accordingly not required. Basically, copyright protection is necessary due to fixed-cost dominance. However, the degree of protection really has few effects on the number of creative works created. Apart from the reduction in de facto copyright protection due to digital copies, digitisation leads to other changes in the market, though, which entail copyright challenges that require European solutions.
3. The influence of digitisation

Digitisation results in three central changes with regard to distribution and copying, from which four central problem areas with respect to copyright protection can be deduced regarding (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: Challenges for copyright protection due to digitisation

1. Digitisation makes creating digital copies of texts, images and sound recordings as well as software possible. In principle, this enables cost-free reproduction without a loss of quality. In consequence, questions arise regarding the **resale of digital goods**.

2. The internet enables simple and fast distribution that causes a problem with regard to **linking online content**.

3. As content can also be easily distributed across national borders, and copyright arrangements in the countries differ, additional challenges arise. One of them is the application of the **lex loci protectionis principle**. According to this regulation, the copyright framework of the country in which the content is available applies. This is the reason for geo-blocking, that is access restriction to online content based on the geographical location of the user.

4. Distribution of content across national borders implies that problems can occur with respect to the **limitations** or rather **exceptions** of copyright protection, as these differ from country to country.

These four problem areas, which the European Parliament (2015a) has also taken into account in its proposal for a European copyright protection reform, are discussed in the following.
3.1 Resale of digital goods

Many copyright-protected products, which before digitisation were available to consumers as physical goods only, are now also available as digital goods. These include books, magazines, videos, music and e-learning offers (Clement/Schreiber, 2013, 43 ff.). In addition to these, there are digital services such as communication or intermediary services and digital television programmes. This development causes drastic changes to the market. The reason for this is that digital goods have different properties than physical goods and are therefore subject to completely different conditions with respect to production and sales and distribution (ibid.).

A major difference is the reproducibility of digital goods. Compared to physical goods, digital goods can be reproduced significantly cheaper and without a loss of quality. Copying an mp3-file takes virtually no time at no cost except for memory space. In the analogue world, consumers were unable to reproduce a record because a copy could only be made by analogue methods, i.e. with a loss of quality. In addition to this, unlike physical goods, the value of digital goods is not reduced when they are passed on to other consumers. A resold mp3-file exists twice instead of once. A used record on the other hand is worth less than a new one. Furthermore, multiple ownership of digital goods is possible and they are non-excludable. The record can only be possessed and used by one person at any time, whereas the mp3-file can be possessed and used by an infinite number of individuals.

These properties mean that it is more difficult for the rights holder of digital content or the producer of digital goods to assert their rights. In addition, legal and economic questions arise regarding the resale of digital goods. At EU level, legal uncertainty currently prevails: Since the UsedSoft judgment of 2012, as a digital commodity, software may be resold under certain circumstances (see BMJV, 2015a and Usedsoft, 2015). The question is whether this is also applicable to other digital goods, for example to e-books. The suppliers currently still technically prevent their resale. In Germany, a regional high court in Hamm has prohibited the sale of used audio files and e-books (Hoeren/Jakopp, 2014).

With respect to the new EU copyright regulation, a general decision at EU level is expected regarding whether the exhaustion principle which applies to physical goods can or must be applied to digital goods, too (Wengenroth, 2014). This principle states that the originators’ right to distribution is exhausted as soon as they have placed the commodity on the market for the first time (Kreutzer, 2015). After purchase, it may therefore be freely traded. This is not a problem with physical goods. As the new commodity has different properties than the second-hand one, a primary and secondary market for physical goods can exist alongside each other. However, in
In the discussion on whether digital goods may be resold, a legal issue needs to be raised first: Do physical and digital goods have to be treated equally? If digital goods are construed as physical goods, then the exhaustion principle and thus the right to resale would also have to apply to them. However, the sellers would then have to ensure technically that they are not able to retain a permanent copy to use (ibid.). If digital goods are construed as services, then the right to resale should not apply, as the exhaustion principle does not apply to services.

3.2 Linking

A further challenge for copyright protection because of digitisation arises with respect to the distribution of content by means of hyperlinks. If internet users set hyperlinks to copyright-protected material, the question is whether they have to obtain the right to do so from the creator of this material. The EC Directive of 2001 states that originators are entitled to the exclusive right to allow or forbid public reproduction of their works and making them available to the public (Lischka, 2014).

However, the European Court of Justice has decided that setting hyperlinks to copyright-protected material does not require any permission from the originator (ECJ, 2014). Nevertheless, the permission to set hyperlinks only exists if the material in question has already been made available to the public and the link does not create new demand. This not only applies to setting hyperlinks, but also to the embedding of third-party content on a website. This means that search engines on the internet can freely link protected content. The permission to link could lead to further distribution or transmission of the content. Thus, it would reduce de facto copyright protection. Linking to newspaper articles constitutes a special problem. Here the challenge is that the hyperlinks often already contains part of the content of the article. News aggregators can therefore inform users without them having to visit the newspaper websites. The resulting reduced number of clicks on these websites imply a loss of advertising income for the newspapers. A similar situation exists with instant articles, which can be integrated directly in a social network, without the user having to visit the homepage of the newspaper.
3.3 The lex loci protectionis principle and geo-blocking

In Germany, the lex loci protectionis principle applies to the provision of online content. It is derived from the so-called territorial principle. The lex loci protectionis principle states that in case of infringement of their rights, originators can appeal to the law applicable in the country in which the infringement took place (EU, 2007). This means that the same copyright applies to them as to the country's residents. Thus, with the creation of their work, originators do not receive a single worldwide IP right, but a bundle of IP rights instead. As the internet facilitates that making content available in one country is synonymous with making it available worldwide, originators would theoretically have to insure themselves of the rights of all countries. As soon as content is made accessible online, each country is a potential country protectionis. To encounter this problem, access to copyright-protected content from other countries is technically partially prevented. This practice is called geo-blocking.

If rights needed to be obtained in all potential countries of destination in order to make digital content available, cross-border trading would be aggravated or prevented. Therefore, as an alternative to the lex loci protectionis principle, the application of the country of origin principle is being discussed. It is derived from the principle of universality. According to this, the law that applies in the country in which the copyright material is made accessible would be applicable. Accordingly, it would suffice for originators to acquire a licence for the country in which the provision takes place. The problem here is that online content can of course also be called up from countries for which a licence has possibly not been acquired, as online availability is difficult to limit. This could result in the originators not being appropriately financially rewarded.

The application of the country of origin principle would result in a reduction of de facto copyright protection, as the making available could take place in the country in which the lowest protection level applies (forum shopping) (EU Commission, 2014, 13). In order to counteract this problem, the country of origin could be defined as being the place in which the provider has their main place of business rather than the place in which the server is located.

A further disadvantage of the country of origin principle is that in case of dispute the country in which first-time publication or release took place would have to be determined. This is difficult, and in some cases even impossible. To prevent forum shopping, an introduction of the country of origin principle at EU level would only make sense if copyright laws were to be harmonised. If the lex loci protectionis
principle were to be retained, geo-blocking would constitute a suitable method for preventing content from being called up from countries without a licence. However, residents of a country should be able to access online content they have paid for in their home country when they are abroad. The same applies to access to media libraries of public broadcasting companies (TV and radio). As Germans pay a TV and radio licence fee for public broadcasting ("Rundfunkbeitrag"), it is irrelevant from an economic point of view whether they access these media libraries in Germany or from abroad. In consequence, access should be possible from anywhere.

3.4 Limitations and exceptions

There are several limitations ("Schrankenregelungen") to copyright protection. The rights of the originator or copyright holder are limited, among other things, by conflicting basic rights of third parties, for example, freedom of information (Durantaye, 2014, 63ff.). One of these limitations in Germany is the limitation of the rights of the originator or copyright holder in favour of education and science. Making content available to the public for teaching purposes is therefore possible without the permission of the copyright holder if there are no commercial objectives. However, this limitation to copyright protection is only free from permission, not free of charge.

This so-called science and education limitation ("Wissenschafts- und Bildungsschranke") affects the accessibility of scientific research, for example. It enables universities and research institutions to grant their scientists and students access to the relevant works by acquiring licences. This is relevant for companies in research-intensive industries such as chemical companies as well. Digital access to current international publications is important to them.

In the case of the science and education limitation, German copyright follows the continental European legal tradition. Anglo-American copyright law contains equivalents to the German science and education limitation; the so-called fair-use provision in the United States (Deterding/Otto, 2008) and the fair-dealing provision in the United Kingdom (Durantaye, 2014, 116). This legal tradition is based on a flexible general clause passed by the respective parliament and on court decisions, which open up a precedence effect for other cases (ibid.). It states that under certain conditions and purposes, copyright-protected material may be used without the permission of the originator or copyright holder (Biermann et al., 2012).

Transferring the fair-use provision to the whole EU, for example, would simplify the using digital content for science and education institutions. On the other hand, it would not only result in increased work for the courts, but it would also reduce legal
certainty in Europe. The reason for this is that due to different legal traditions in the individual member countries within the EU, the respective courts would probably frequently make divergent decisions. In contrast, there is a longstanding tradition and experience in interpreting disputed cases in the United States (EU Commission, 2014, 34).

In addition to limitations, there are also exceptions to copyright protection. The most prominent of these exceptions is the private copy exception (§ 53 Urheberrechtsgesetz (German copyright law); BMJV, 2015a). The person who has purchased the copyright-protected content may make copies, i.e. of texts or pieces of music for example, for private usage. To ensure payment to the copyright holder for these copies, the manufacturer of blank media and devices that enable private copies (PCs, photocopiers, etc.), must pay levies. These copyright levies on devices used for copying are mostly passed on to the consumer in form of a price mark-up.

This private copy exception and the associated costs are regulated differently in the European member states, so that problems can also occur here. An example for this are providers of cloud services. They work under legal uncertainty, as the storage of a private copy in the cloud is regulated differently in the different EU countries.

Furthermore, an infringement of the private copy exception frequently occurs with digitised products: This is the case if a purchased music file has copy protection, so that the person who has purchased it cannot make a private copy.

In the case of cloud services, there is also a need for regulation regarding the levies: If a private copy may be stored in a cloud, the question arises whether a blanket levy on cloud systems (similar to that on photocopiers or blank storage media) would be justified. Here a problem of multiple charging would occur which already exists for the levy on a PC: If an individual purchases a copyright-protected commodity, they pay for it and in doing so they acquire certain rights. The private copy limitation allows copies. A levy must be paid for a PC that saves these copies, so the problem of double charging occurs anyway. If a cloud service were also used to store copies, a levy on this would be the third time that a payment would be made.

Existing limitations are not uniform in the EU, but optional in the member countries. Harmonisation of copyright at European level would have advantages and disadvantages for the individual stakeholders, as shown in the next chapter. In addition, it is questionable whether the limitations are sufficiently flexible with regard to technological development. It would be possible to open the list of exceptions, so that if necessary, for example, in case of new challenges due to technological change, further exceptions could be added.
These four challenges that arise for copyright protection because of digitisation are discussed in the following from the view of the different stakeholders.

4. The interests of the stakeholders

The central players affected by copyright legal provisions can be divided into consumers, providers and intermediaries (Figure 2).

Figure 2: The stakeholders

The consumers primarily include the private users of texts, music and other goods covered by copyright protection as well as the institutional users, such as libraries or research institutions. However, the group also includes companies, whose interests with respect to copyright protection match those of consumers in many respects. In the German industrial sector, property rights in form of patents, registered designs and trademarks are exercised far more frequently than copyrights. Nevertheless, copyright protection is relevant in some areas (BMWi, 2008, 35). This applies, for example, to research-intensive industries or in the area of corporate communication. Many companies are also affected by copyright due to the device levy, for example, for photocopiers.

The providers (suppliers) consist of the authors and artists (for example actors, journalists, authors, and composers), the copyright collectives, producers and publishers as well as broadcasting companies. The copyright collectives represent
the providers of content as they operate in the interests of the originator or copyright holder: They receive the levies on blank storage media and photocopiers from their manufacturers and redistribute this income to authors, composers, etc (bpb, 2007).

The third group includes service providers such as phone or internet providers and platform providers or general intermediaries. However, the platform providers and intermediaries have a special position, as they appear not only as providers, but also as consumers.

The following shows that interests the individual stakeholders represent with regard to the challenges defined in chapter three. Divided into interest groups, the four challenges are discussed.

4.1 Consumers

Consumers have an interest in digital goods' resale being allowed. The advantage of resale is that the original purchase investment is partially compensated for. On the other hand, it is advantageous for the purchaser because instead of buying new digital goods they may possibly be able to purchase used digital goods less expensively. The resale of a digital commodity is de facto not possible if digital content is tied to a user account or similar. This causes unequal treatment of digital and physical goods, which is disadvantageous for users, especially if digital and physical versions cost the same (EU Commission, 2014, 20). From the consumers’ point of view, the risk of collapse of the primary market is rather low (ibid.). Used digital goods are less valuable than new ones, for example, because they are less up-to-date or have fewer functions – they age just as physical goods do (Kreutzer, 2015). Companies are affected by this problem with respect to software whose resale is allowed at EU level under certain conditions.

From the consumers' point of view, it would be disadvantageous if setting hyperlinks to copyright-protected material were to fall under copyright. This would increase legal uncertainty and transaction costs. Especially in social networks, linking is also a central feature of using the network.

For private users, an application of the country of origin principle would be advantageous as it is less complex than the lex loci protectionis principle. Due to its better manageability, the country of origin principle would result in greater legal certainty and clarity for private users. An application of the country of origin principle would also be very advantageous for businesses that have a website and, for example, use images licensed in Germany for it, even more so if this website is
accessible worldwide. If the lex loci protectionis principle were adhered to, uniform regulation would be desirable from the consumers’ point of view, at least for Europe. This would make it significantly easier to comply with copyright regulation and at least establish legal certainty that is not the case with the current application of the lex loci protectionis principle. From the consumers’ point of view, geo-blocking should be abolished as it prevents them from accessing digital content.

Worded positively, the limitations of copyright for private users tend to constitute "rights of use" (Durantaye, 2014, 117). The term "limitations" alone is assessed by some as being legally ambiguous which makes dealings more difficult for consumers. Harmonisation of the limitations at EU level would be advantageous for consumers and would significantly increase user-friendliness.

The limitation provision for education and science is problematic for consumers because it differs in the EU countries. Teachers, students and other actors in the educational system or sciences can therefore hardly be expected to know precisely what is allowed and what is not. Harmonisation would be desirable from their viewpoint. Furthermore, especially for institutions such as libraries as well as for schools, having to obtain licences for all copyright-protected material involves a large amount of bureaucracy. From their point of view, a general, broadly defined exception for teaching purposes in all European countries would be sensible. In general, from the users’ point of view, simplification and alignment of the limitations would be useful because correctly complying with copyright regulations is often problematic for them: A survey shows that almost 40 percent of users find it difficult to differentiate between legal and illegal online content (music, e-books or films) (GfK, 2013).

For scientists, the current limitation is unsatisfactory as access to scientific publications is very expensive. If scientists are not affiliated with an organisation, such as a university research institution, that owns a licence, access to individual scientific texts is very costly.

The science limitation is especially relevant for research-intensive industries. A large problem is that international access to scientific studies is complicated and expensive. What is more, profit-oriented companies are not allowed to reproduce the content – even if it is only for research purposes (Durantaye, 2014, 81 ff.). Especially for SMEs, acquiring the respective licences or accessing chargeable articles can constitute a large financial burden.

The private copy exception for digital goods is frequently circumvented by copy protection. This contradiction is problematic from a user point of view: They are
allowed to copy, but cannot do so. Private users have an interest in a general ban of copy protection. From a consumer point of view, it would be advantageous if greater transparency existed regarding the blanket levy on blank storage media and photocopiers. This way, when they purchase empty storage media, for example, they know what proportion of the cost is due to the blanket levy. For companies as users, not only the transparency of the blanket levies is relevant. From the view of the producers of photocopiers, it would be desirable if there were no subsequent adjustments to the blanket levies on photocopiers.

4.2 Suppliers

The suppliers of relevant goods reject the resale of digital content. A resale option and the associated trading of "used" online content would interfere with their economic exploitation interest and possibly reduce their earnings (EU Commission, 2014, 21). From their point of view, there is also a problem associated with the lending of digital goods (e-lending). The secondary could eliminate the primary market. One solution for this conflict could be to incorporate certain weaknesses in the digital goods so that, for example, only one user can read an e-book at a time. This way, it could be ensured that passing on digital goods constitutes real passing on and is not the equivalent of reproduction.

With regard to the setting hyperlinks to copyright-protected content, it would be in the interest of the providers of this content if links also fell under copyright. That way, the works of the originators or copyright holders would be protected better. The existing law at EU level would have to be reformed for this. A further argument against allowing linking without the permission of the originators is that the link could create a new access to the work. In this case, the rights holders would lose adequate compensation. This would be especially problematic for newspaper publishers: If the link to an article already contains part of the article content (snippets), customers are kept from the website of the newspaper that might be financed through advertising. At least, free-of-charge commercial use of content should be prevented from the newspaper publishers' point of view.

For the providers of digital goods it would be advantageous for the lex loci protectionis principle to be preserved. If the country of origin principle were applied, these stakeholders would face a large risk of forum shopping which could result in a lowering of de facto copyright protection and thus to a reduction in their compensation. For the users, the application of the lex loci protectionis principle would also be advantageous, as they could sell licences for the use of works in different countries at the same time. This would increase their turnover and possibly
their profits, too. The option of geo-blocking also constitutes an advantage for the providers, as in this way they can ensure that content can only be called up from those countries for which a licence has been purchased.

For providers, it is especially important that authors and artists are compensated if limitations are harmonized across borders. The limitation in favour of education and science could be disadvantageous for some providers with respect to teaching. For example, textbooks are provided free of charge on the intranet of several universities in Germany. However, if these textbooks are designed especially for teaching, this could cause a loss of earnings for the authors. This could also result in a smaller incentive to write such books. Harmonisation of this practice, which is common in Germany, for example, means risking a drop of the quality of teaching material. By contrast, the science limitation is not problematic for the providers. Access to scientific texts mostly requires a licence that institutions or individuals can purchase. Compensation of the originators is ensured and publishing companies have an incentive for publishing good quality. The providers would benefit from the introduction of the private copy limitation in all European countries, as authors and artists everywhere could then be compensated for their loss of profits due to private copies because a device levy would be incurred everywhere.

### 4.3 Intermediaries and service providers

The group of intermediaries and service providers is very heterogeneous, so that different interests exist regarding the four problem areas. For example, on the issue of the resale of digital goods there are opposing interests within this group. A platform for the resale of used goods would benefit if digital goods could also be resold. The amount of goods being traded would increase. In addition, this would offer the opportunity of new business models, such as special selling or swap platforms for used digital goods. Sales platforms for new, unused digital goods such as app stores and streaming services would have no advantage from such a framework because the demand for their offers would possibly decrease.

Intermediaries and service providers have no interest in linking falling under copyright law. The business model of some platforms, for example news aggregators, consists of precisely this, i.e. linking third party content. Such a regulation would also be a disadvantage for social networks: Users could feel restricted in their right to freedom of expression (EU Commission, 2014, 19). Furthermore, linking to videos or texts accounts for a large proportion of typical usage behaviour in a social network. If this were no longer allowed, the benefit of
social networks would be reduced and therefore the number of users would decrease.

For service providers and intermediaries, an application of the **lex loci protectionis** principle increases transaction costs. In some cases, they would have to negotiate with several copyright collectives and different licences would have to be purchased. Nonetheless, it would be feasible to offer their services in individual countries only. Furthermore, a lot of effort would be required to find out which right applies in which country. As uncertainties often exist regarding this, greater transparency would be an advantage from this group's point of view. A solution based on the country of origin principle would make the activities of these stakeholders easier (EU Commission, 2014, 10f.). As **geo-blocking** generally restricts the availability of online content, the intermediaries would profit from a general ban of this practice.

With regard to **limitations**, it is particularly important for service providers that legal certainty exists. They would benefit from greater harmonisation at EU level, as the many different provisions and exceptions make their work difficult. While this group is hardly affected by the **education and science limitation**, the **private copy exception** is relevant for it. This especially applies to the providers of cloud services: Harmonisation of the private copy exception would be advantageous on the one hand, as this would solve the problem of legal uncertainty. On the other hand, a blanket levy on cloud services would make their use more expensive which is not in the interest of these stakeholders.

Easing and simplification of copyright regulation in the interest of user-friendliness would be in the interest of both private and institutional users. Companies would also benefit from uniform provisions within the EU – among other things, for reasons of legal certainty and clarity. Providers on the other hand would not necessarily gain from uniform EU law. This would especially not be the case if harmonisation were to lead to a reduction of their rights. From the intermediaries' point of view, alignment of the rights would tend to be useful overall.

5. The parliamentary proposal and stakeholder interests

The proposal of the European Parliament which is enters drawing up the draft law of the Commission contains the following recommendations regarding the four identified challenges due to digitisation (for the following, see EU Parliament, 2015a).
Regarding the **resale of digital goods** the Parliament calls for measures that ensure fair and adequate compensation for digital sales – but it does not put forward any specific proposals.

The Parliament pleads against extending the German ancillary copyright for press publishers to the whole of Europe. This implies that copyright protection will continue not to apply to **setting hyperlinks**. The Parliament, however, calls upon the Commission to take into account the important role of journalists, authors and media service providers in order to safeguard quality journalism and media diversity in the digital age.

The **lex loci protectionis principle** should continue to apply. A general ban on geo-blocking is therefore not recommended. On the other hand, users should not be prevented from obtaining paid access to content from abroad. The Parliament is therefore in favour of making the portability of stored data easier.

The parliamentary proposal points out how important it is to establish legal certainty and security. Ultimately, it moves toward leaving most of the regulations as they are. This includes leaving the non-uniform **limitations** and exceptions as they are. Regarding the **education and science limitation**, the European Parliament recommends that the Commission examines whether certain exceptions should be mandatory. The Parliament pleads in favour of also taking into account consumer rights that require clear definition. For example, the **private copy** should continue to be allowed. However, the proposal is in favour of fair and transparent compensation for originators or copyright holders in the whole EU. This would basically only be possible through harmonisation at EU level; however, the Parliament does not argue in favour of this. The levies for private copies should be made transparent according to the Parliament's proposal.

Table 1 gives an overview of the stakeholders' interests and the parliamentary proposal in the four relevant areas. In the four problem areas, it can be seen that in three cases (lex loci protectionis principle, geo-blocking, and limitations) the Parliament tends to represent the providers’ side and in one case the consumers’ side (linking). In the discussion of the private copy exception, the parliamentary proposal deviates from the point of view of all stakeholders. Regarding the question as to whether digital goods may be sold, the Parliament does not set any direction with its proposal.
Table 1: Overview of stakeholder interests and the proposal of the EU parliament
Reform of EU copyright protection law

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem area</th>
<th>Stakeholders</th>
<th>Parliament</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Consumers</td>
<td>Suppliers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resale of digital goods</td>
<td>Allow</td>
<td>Do not allow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linking</td>
<td>Allow</td>
<td>Protect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lex loci protectionis vs.</td>
<td>Country of origin</td>
<td>Lex loci protectionis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>country of origin principle</td>
<td>principle</td>
<td>principle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geo-blocking</td>
<td>Prohibit</td>
<td>Allow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limitations</td>
<td>Harmonise</td>
<td>Do not harmonise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private copy exception</td>
<td>Retain &amp; harmonise</td>
<td>Retain &amp; harmonise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harmonisation of EU law</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Own illustration based on EU Commission, 2014

6. Conclusion and Recommendations

The analysis shows that the interests of the stakeholders diverge greatly when it comes to copyright. While consumers or users have an interest in simple and internationally uniform rules as far as possible, and in a rather low protection level, the provider side tends to be interested in a high protection level. Regarding harmonisation, different international laws for publishers, for example, can even be advantageous, as in many areas publishers can issue licences that might result in a profitable business model. For users, on the other hand, this can mean that they cannot access certain content.

The challenges that result for copyright law because of digitisation and the internet can be met in different ways. Here the interests of consumers, providers and
intermediaries differ sharply. The Parliament states that the position of the originator or copyright holder should be strengthened within the European context, so that their works are also protected in times of digitisation. Apart from the originators, the publishers should also be compensated appropriately. Private and institutional users and scientists should be able to benefit from more flexibility and simplicity while using copyright-protected works. However, in its proposal, the Parliament remains vague and does not name any specific measures. On the one hand, it attempts to create an adequate working environment for authors, for example. On the other hand, it aims to establish legal certainty in everyday actions for users (EU Parliament, 2015b). The creation of the DSM is very much about achieving benefits for users (such as a greater choice of goods). In the parliamentary proposal on copyright reform, consumers’ interests tend to be taken into account less distinctly.

As expected, the European Commission spoke in favour of greater harmonisation of European copyright (EU Commission, 2015d). However, the paper published in December 2015 does hardly contain any specific measures. Details of whether linking should fall under copyright in the future are not expected until 2016 (SZ, 2015). Other specific requirements are also not to be developed until 2016, following the end of several still ongoing consultations of the EU Commission. Here it should be taken into account that the countries’ individual laws are an expression of the respective cultures. The different arrangements that currently exist represent the diversity of the individual EU member states (EU Parliament, 2015a). The Commission must also deal with the conflicting goals that the parliamentary proposal raises: For example, cross-border access to online content should be made easier, but the principle of territorial licences should be retained.

A clear objective for the Commission should be to create a comprehensible legal framework and to establish legal certainty. A copyright in an easily understood and implementable form can help to raise users’ awareness of copyright protection and to achieve greater compliance with the law. The provisions concerning the education limitation in particular should be put to the test.

That a copyright reform is required at European level is beyond debate. Especially for equal treatment of digital and physical goods and the topic of geo-blocking, solutions are required at European level. Against this background, it is to be welcomed that the Commission plans to eliminate geo-blocking and improve the portability of content (EU Commission, 2015d). A draft regulation for the latter already exists: Thus, users should be able to access purchased or leased online content from another EU country than their residential country. Work on the regulation for a comprehensive ban on geo-blocking is still in progress (Krempl, 2015). However, it is planned for freedom of panorama to be codified Europe-wide in future. General harmonisation of
copyright protection at European level is merely outlined by the Commission as a long-term goal (Krempf, 2015). Against this background, a comprehensive assessment of the copyright policy of the EU Commission is difficult at the present time. It can be hoped that the Commission will actually shape copyright protection in a way that the Digital Single Market quickly becomes reality.
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